Abstract: Trust and reputation are important factors that influence the success of both traditional transactions in physical social networks and modern e-commerce in virtual Internet environments. It is difficult to define the concept of trust and quantify it because trust has both subjective and objective characteristics at the same time. A well-reported issue with reputation management system in business-to-consumer (BtoC) e-commerce is the "all good reputation" problem. In order to deal with the confusion, a new computational model of reputation is proposed in this paper. The ratings of each customer are set as basic trust score events. In addition, the time series of massive ratings are aggregated to formulate the sellers' local temporal trust scores by Beta distribution. A logical model of trust and reputation is established based on the analysis of the dynamical relationship between trust and reputation. As for single goods with repeat transactions, an iterative mathematical model of trust and reputation is established with a closed-loop feedback mechanism. Numerical experiments on repeated transactions recorded over a period of 24 months are performed. The experimental results show that the proposed method plays guiding roles for both theoretical research into trust and reputation and the practical design of reputation systems in BtoC e-commerce.
Introduction
Credit, payment, logistics, and authentication compose the supporting system of e-commerce. According to the 35th China Internet development statistics report of China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) on 3 February 2015, 54.5% of Internet users thought information on the Internet was trustworthy [1] , which has greatly improved compared with five years ago. However, the degree of acceptance of the Internet in China is still relatively low. Mature Internet and mobile communication technologies laid a solid technical foundation for the development of e-commerce and mobile commerce. However, consumers are still reluctant to accept e-commerce in China. The low degree of trust in the information on the Internet is one of the main reasons. How to improve the level of trust consumers have in the new type of virtual trading mode is an urgent issue to be solved. Trust theory research and trust evaluation system design have become hotspots in the field of e-commerce. The main methods used to research trust in e-commerce at present are derived from the conclusions of interpersonal trust relations of social networks. Relationships of trustees and agents in the network environment are discussed, factors that affect the perceived trust are analyzed, and causal relationships between perceived trust and decision-making of network transactions are theoretically reasoned and empirically researched [2] [3] [4] . Different methods of qualitative analysis and computational models of trust are proposed gradually [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the application of e-commerce, the degree of trust is obtained by the method of evaluation or rating; calculation methods are simple such as average or summary [6, 8, 9] . In recent years, the evaluation methods of trust based on the theories of mathematics have attracted attention [4, [10] [11] [12] .
The difficulty of computing trust and reputation is that a trust relationship has subjective and objective dual characteristics at same time. In human social networks, trust is prone to be subjective [13] . In machine networks such as the Internet, trust is regarded as a supplementary mechanism of reducing uncertainty [14] . The motivation driving trust research in business-to-consumer (BtoC) e-commerce lies in the fact that trust is an effective mechanism for lowering transaction complexity, because of the span of time and space and information asymmetry during the process of online transactions. The goal of trust research is to provide a theoretical basis and direction for practical e-commerce development. Unfortunately, recently proposed computation approaches of trust and reputation are mainly focused on peer-to-peer networks, ad hoc networks, sensor networks, semantic Web, autonomic computing, grid computing, and multi-agent systems in pervasive computing environments [10, [15] [16] [17] . In addition, a trust mining method through feedback comments for e-commerce was proposed last year [9] . Our previous work on trust and reputation has mainly investigated the factors of trust in BtoC e-commerce [18] , proposed a recommended trust evaluation method for BtoC e-commerce based on the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process [19] , and established a reputation evaluation computation model based on the relationship of trust and reputation [20] . In this paper, a new dynamical computation model of reputation based on trust evaluation in BtoC e-commerce is further proposed. Components and multi-dimensional characteristics of trust in BtoC e-commerce are analyzed firstly. The ratings of each customer are set as basic trust scores with four dimensions, and periods of ratings constitute the probability distribution of trust. The time series of massive feedback ratings of customers are aggregated to formulate the local trust and dynamical reputation values. Based on the conceptions of local trust and overall reputation, an iterative computation model of reputation is proposed. In order to achieve this objective, a logical model of trust and reputation is established in which the time series of ratings are consulted. As for the situation of single goods with repeat transactions, an iterative mathematical model of trust and reputation is established. In the computation model, Bernoulli probability described by Beta distribution function is used to formulate the trust values of certain time intervals. Lastly, numerical experiments on repeated transactions records over a period of 24 months on Dangdang and Amazon are performed. Representative commodities such as books are used in both Dangdang and Amazon. More than 4000 ratings with four dimensions of each commodity over two years on each website are separated into 24 months as time series. Ratings for each month are used for independent probability distribution estimation, and trust and reputation are renewed iteratively. Experimental results illustrated the dynamical variation processes of reputation effectively. As a result, the proposed computation model can tell customers which agent they should choose in concrete situations. The proposed iterative computation model, with local trust and overall reputation, could play a guiding role for both the theoretical research into computation of trust and the practical design of reputation systems in BtoC e-commerce.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related works about trust and reputation are reviewed in Section 2. Meanings of trust and reputation for BtoC e-commerce are discussed in Section 3. Multi-dimensional characteristics and composition of trust in BtoC e-commerce are also analyzed. Additionally, relationship and motivation are introduced in this section. Then the logical and computational model of reputation is further proposed based on the concept of trust and the relationship between trust and reputation in BtoC e-commerce in Section 4. In addition, the time series of ratings are consulted to establish the iterative mathematical model of trust and reputation, and the Bernoulli distribution is discussed to estimate trust values in this section. Experimental results of reputation and trust computation for representative commodities in both Dangdang and Amazon are reported in Section 5. Data collection, rating aggregation, model organization, and numerical computation results are discussed in this section. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Works
Many surveys of different disciplines to classify and characterize computational trust and reputation models exist in the literature. Some of them are based on online trust-related systems [6, 7] . Some of them are about trust and reputation in multi-agent systems [4] . Some reviews focus on concrete aspects or functionalities of trust or reputation management [3, 14] . Others deal with more general network environments [10, 11] . In the following, related works will be reviewed and discussed from four perspectives: trust-related research approaches in pervasive network environments, trust-related research approaches in e-commerce, trust-related computation methods in e-commerce, and the probability method in trust computation, the topic of which is from large domain to small field.
Trust-Related Research in Pervasive Networks
Trust relationships occur in many diverse contexts such as pervasive systems, social interactions, semantic networks, ad hoc networks, distributed systems, sensor networks, and so on. In pervasive computing environment, trust can be used as a natural way to achieve the goals that enhance security and reduce uncertainty. A wide variety of trust and reputation theories and models with different features have been developed in recent years. The work in [4] reviewed computational trust and reputation models for open multi-agent systems. Current research on trust management in distributed systems is surveyed, and some open research areas are explored in [21, 22] . The work in [23] presented a model of reputation management in collaborative computing systems. The work in [24] presented a framework for building distributed, dependable reputation management systems, with counter measures against vulnerabilities. In [9] , the authors defined a reputation evaluation method based on reputation value and reputation prediction variance value based on the aggregation of feedback. In [25] , the authors introduced an adaptive and dynamic reputation-based trust model to evaluate trustworthiness, based on community feedback about participants' past behavior. The paper [26] proposed a computational model for trust establishment based on a reputation mechanism, which incorporates direct experiences and information disseminated from past experiences in pervasive systems. The paper [27] proposed an adaptive and attribute-based trust model for service-level agreement guarantees in cloud computing. A more general social trust computational approach is researched in [10] . The objective of these research methods is the computation of general trust and reputation in network environments, which can provide a reference for research into trust and reputation in e-commerce.
Trust Research Approaches in E-Commerce
The range of theoretical research in e-commerce includes related technologies, application modes, value chains, legal ethics, consumption decision behavior research, and so on [28] . The research into trust in e-commerce mainly uses consumer decision-making theory and analyzes the role of perceived trust in consumer decision-making, in which trust acts as a sort of soft safety mechanism in the transaction procession. Empirical analysis is the main research method. The theory of consumer decision-making includes attitude intention behavior theory, innovation diffusion theory, Task-Technology Fit (TTF) theory and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) model, etc. [28, 29] . The main research methods are borrowed from psychology, social science, economics, and marketing science. Based on the concept of general trust, the particularity of electronic commerce is incorporated. Related aspects and factors of trust during the transaction processes are analyzed. Conceptual models related to the roles of risk and trust in the purchase decision are established, and different hypotheses are put forward and empirically researched [30] [31] [32] [33] . Computation methods of trust in e-commerce usually employ artificial intelligence, graph theory, game theory, probability, and stochastic process theories, in which the trust relationships are described and the trust evaluations are measured and forecast [4, 7, 11] . According to the difference of mechanisms, trust can be divided into identity-based trust models, role-based trust models, trust-negotiation models, and reputation-based trust models [28] .
According to the difference of mathematical tools used in the trust computation, the concrete methods can be based on deterministic mathematics theory, probability theories, and uncertainty theories [6, 9, 11] . The trust computation models mainly involve the expression of measurement of the concept of trust, a description of the relationship between reputation and trust, and a calculation of trust, which will be discussed thoroughly.
Trust-Related Computation Methods in E-Commerce
Computation methods of trust in e-commerce are analyzed as follows. Most practically applied methods of trust computation are based on simple operations such as average or sum [7, 26] . This kind of method is widely used in the process of evaluation of e-commerce websites. The method refers to the trust evaluation among people in social networks, and the method is simple and easy to understand. At present, a weighted averaging method is used in Auction, Eigen, and Trust eBay. The main shortcomings of this method are that the evaluation is simple and cannot reflect the real trust values of the reviewers and the real trust status of the object to be evaluated.
Trust is a kind of psychological relationship; therefore, subjective logic can be used to describe it. Jøsang adopted the evidence space and the concept space to describe the trust relationships [34] . The author put forward that conjunction, consensus, and recommendation constitute the subjective logic operation associated with trust degree and integrated computation. Ternary group is used to express the degree of trust. However, the model cannot effectively eliminate the impact of malicious feedback evaluation. Evidence reasoning theory is used to compute reputation in [35] .
Fuzzy reasoning is normally used to compute the uncertainty of research objects and has been used in trust computation in recent years. The paper [36] proposed a reputation-based trust system Regret. The paper [37] proposed a trust calculation framework that is based on fuzzy reasoning. The three stages of fuzzy reasoning are fuzzy processing, fuzzy reasoning, and defuzzification. The paper [38] proposed a P2P reputation system named Power Trust based on fuzzy logic reasoning. The authors illustrated that the number of user transactions follows a power-law distribution by analysis of a dataset of eBay, and, additionally, that only small parts of super nodes have a decisive role in the trust evaluation of a node. Zhou proposed a Gossip trust model for realizing trust computation by chat [39] . Wang proposed a fuzzy evaluation method of trust in the service environment [40] . The fuzzy inference methods solve the problem of imprecise input in the reasoning process, and simplify the reasoning process; however, prior knowledge is necessary to select the membership function.
Trust reflects the network relationships of human beings, so connective graph network methods can be used to describe trust. The paper [41] computed trust value through connectivity relationships of trust networks, in which the starting node sends a request to its neighboring nodes, and if the neighbors have no relevant information, the request gradually spreads to other neighbors. In the search path, trust evaluation provided by the node with low trust degree will be ignored, and all the trust values are averaged by the starting node finally. The model is based on t social networks between human beings. The paper [36] used the method of hierarchical structure of social networks to analyze different types of reputation in order to compute the trust value of the final node. Different research methods have been proposed by others. Game theory is used in [42] . Cho [43] proposed a reputation computing system based on collaborative filtering. Gutowska [5] put forward a reputation simulation calculation model in BtoC e-commerce. Wang [44] proposed an evaluation method based on evidence probability. Liu [45] recently proposed a trust computing model based on a prototype. Furthermore, probability-related methods are an important kind of trust computation in e-commerce, which will be reviewed separately.
Probability Methods in Trust Computation
Trust is the expectation of behavior of the trustee in uncertain and incomplete environments [13] . Therefore, probability theory is adopted to evaluate trust and reputation. Despotovic proposed the method of maximum-likelihood estimation to calculate trust of nodes in P2P environment [46] .
Beth [47] put forward a trust computing model based on experience and probability statistics. Experience is divided into two kinds: positive and negative, in the model. Trust is defined as the probability of a successful completion of the target entity. Based on Bayesian theory, posterior probability of the 0-1 events (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) is described by beta distribution function, which evaluates the trust scores [48, 49] , and trust is expressed by the expectation of the Beta probability density function. Jøsang [50] proposed the Dirichlet reputation system. A Bayesian network is used to model the trust under different conditions in [51] . By using Bayesian network, the requester can calculate the confidence probability of service providers according to the content he or she cares about. Each value of probability expresses the credibility of a node in the networks. Based on the concept of group, Bayesian model of trust and reputation was researched in [52] . We noticed that probability methods used in soft trust computation are employed mainly in general and broad network environments such as pervasive networks. In this paper, a trust-related computation method based on probability theory in BtoC e-commerce is proposed. Meanings, multi-dimensional characteristics, and composition of trust in BtoC e-commerce are analyzed. Based on the relationship of trust and reputation in BtoC e-commerce, iterative computation models of trust and reputation are established. Experimental results illustrated that the proposed model can effectively simulate the dynamical variation processes of reputation in BtoC e-commerce.
Relationship of Trust and Reputation
In order to establish a computational model of trust and reputation, the relative concepts, components, and hierarchical structure of trust are discussed. In addition, the logical relationship between trust and reputation in BtoC e-commerce is analyzed.
Meanings of Trust
The concept and meanings of trust have been defined by different disciplines. For instance, trust is considered as part of personal qualities, namely the beliefs, expectations, and feelings developed during individual psychological processes [7] . Trust is regarded as a form of organizational control used to reduce uncertainty as well as transaction cost in management [53] . Trust is essentially personal relationships, according to Mayer [54] . McKnight differentiates trust belief from trust intention [13] . It has been noted that trust in a person is a commitment to an action based on a belief that the future actions of that person will lead to good outcomes. Trust (or distrust) is the level of subjective probability with which an agent assesses that another agent will perform a particular action. Online trust refers to an individual's willingness to trust another individual (or entity) under the existence of uncertainties in e-commerce circumstances. BtoC e-commerce is the consumer purchase of products and services through online shopping or from firms on the Internet. So, trust in BtoC e-commerce is associated with the experience of consumers, asymmetry of information, interval of space and time of transaction, transaction risk, uncertainty, and so on. The concept of trust in BtoC e-commerce can be described as follows. Trust in BtoC e-commerce is the subjective psychological expectation of consumers that relies on the promise made by online firms, their websites, or a transaction environment under certain circumstances. The psychology of intuition and reliance are brought out from subjective beliefs, expectations, and feelings of consumers towards their trading counterparty, its website, and the virtual environment. The subjective psychological expectation of consumers can be described by probability formulation, which is determined by consumers, the trading counterparty, and the transaction environment. Its target is to reduce transaction risk and uncertainty because of information asymmetry, time-space interval, and trading vitality in BtoC e-commerce.
Components of Trust
The subjective probability of psychological expectation or trust in BtoC e-commerce is affected by consumers, goods, online companies, and their websites as well as the environment. Components of trust in BtoC e-commerce can be further established, as shown in Figure 1 . Moreover, components relating to the trustor, trustee, and environment are shown in Table 1 in our previous work [18] . Three component factors of trust in BtoC e-commerce will be discussed separately. Components relating to the trustor include disposition to trust, purchase history, attitude towards online shopping, attitude towards information techniques, personal values, age, education, gender, subjective perceptive risk, and so on. Trustor-related factors can be further refined to include the following respects: (A1) experience of using the Internet, (A2) experience of trading online, (A3) attitude towards risk, which usually involves three types: risk preference, risk neutral, and risk aversion. People who belong to risk preference are more likely to accept online transactions. The final factor is (A4) trust propensity: the willingness to trust an individual, developed through long-term growth in society, which reveals the trend of consumers' trust towards general things, including their Internet trust trend.
Components relating to the trustee include the e-commerce website, the merchant and the online service provider that include the brand, offline presence, faith, cooperation, familiarity, benevolence, history of the firm, quality of merchant, price, and website quality aspects such as convenience, usability, efficiency, reliability, privacy, and security. Merchant-related factors are as follows: (B1) types of goods-generally speaking, search goods have a lower perceived risk than experience goods; (B2) brand of goods-a good brand can reduce consumers' perceived risks; (B3) price of goods-under the premise of the law of value, the lower the price, the more attractive it is to consumers. On the contrary, too high or too low a price deviates from the law of value and will lead to consumers' distrust. Finally, (B4) is instructions about goods-appropriate instructions will improve consumers' purchase intention, while vague or exaggerated descriptions will easily cause distrust in certain consumers. Website-related factors are as follows: (C1) website reputation and popularity; (C2) website security, which includes transaction security, privacy protection, and third-party certification; (C3) navigation system, namely the ease of use of the website; (C4) transaction implementation convenience; and (C5) website style, consisting of layout design, image and content design, namely the usefulness of the website. Online company-related factors are as follows: (D1) reputation and popularity; (D2) history and business scale; (D3) willingness to make customized products for consumers; and (D4) consumer familiarity with the company.
Components of the environment of trust include technique and social factors. Components relating to techniques are privacy, security, transparency, credibility of information, Internet-relative technique, information technique, encryption, and third-party certification, among others. Social components include policy, law, morality, and culture, among others. As the information transmission medium, security of data transmission and privacy of transaction are prerequisites of online transaction [6] . Social environment, information technology, relevant laws and regulations, as well as trust management are effective means of lowering BtoC E-commerce information asymmetry [53, 55] . The following environment-related factors have an influence on consumers' perceived trust: (E1) social and cultural; (E2) legal; and (E3) commercial and operational. The following technology environment-related factors have an impact on consumers' perceived trust: (E4) network technology maturity; (E5) information access facility; (E6) network system stability; and (E7) website authority safety certification.
Hierarchical Structure of Online Trust
The trust relationships between interpersonal social networks are established mainly through three channels, namely (1) objective institutional trust; (2) direct trust; and (3) indirect trust [28] . In BtoC e-commerce, objective institutional trust includes customary and trading rules, e-commerce related laws, third-party authentication, access control and guarantees, and other trust forms. The situational norm and structure guarantee are two facets of objective trust. Situational norms refer to trust that is judged through common habits and rules embedded in the transaction process. The structure guarantee means that there are factors such as legal norms, guarantees, or regulations in the specific transaction environment that influence trust.
In BtoC e-commerce, subjective direct trust of a customer is relative to their individual personality, psychological characteristics, and life experience. It is found that this personal factor is the most important factor for online perceived trust [6] . The recommendation information includes the local individual recommendation and the reputation of the public as a whole. The individual recommendation is also looked upon as one component that directs trust because individual recommendation trust is determined by life experience. If a person's friends are prone to trust more in BtoC e-commerce, he or she will be more prone to shopping online. Reputation is the expectation of the behavior of the object through the global trust in the historical behavior of the object [3, 6] . Therefore, in BtoC e-commerce, the reputation of the public is regarded as the trust resource of general indirect recommendation, which contains other factors except the consumer's direct perceived trust.
Thus, trust in BtoC e-commerce is composed of subjective perceived trust and objective institutional trust. Subjective perceived trust includes direct perception trust and general recommendation trust. Objective trust is the environmental basis of trust in BtoC e-commerce. Direct perception trust is the inclination of the customer to trust an object. When direct trust is not enough to make a judgment regarding the trust objects or to determine the online trust of a strange transaction, other sources of information such as reputation or recommendation by friends will be applied to strengthen the trust so as to finish the transaction. Based on the analysis of the components of trust, a hierarchical structure of online trust in BtoC e-commerce can be constructed, as shown as Table 2 . The components that influence trust in BtoC e-commerce can be classified as direct trust, indirect trust, and environment trust, based on which an integrated evaluation model of trust and reputation is established. 
Logical Relationship between Trust and Reputation
Reputation systems collect, process, and aggregate information about participants or services to help future users make optimal decisions. In service-oriented network environments, reputation systems should encourage trustworthy behavior and punish dishonest participation. In the following, a general trust computation model for BtoC e-commerce is formulated to represent the relationship between trust and reputation. Based on the logical relationship between trust and reputation, iterative dynamical trust and reputation computation models will be derived in the next section.
In the hierarchical structure of online trust in BtoC e-commerce shown in Table 2 , objective trust is invariable or changes slowly over a period, which constitutes the background knowledge of perceived trust during the transaction process. Direct perceived trust and individual recommendation trust compose direct trust. Reputation is often regarded as recommendation trust in the literature. Reputation and direct trust compose subjective trust. Subjective trust and objective trust compose the total trust. On the other hand, the factors of trust previously described (A1-E7) are usually considered in some practical trust and reputation evaluation systems such as Dang and Amazon. Therefore, these factors are refined to a multi-dimensional trust computation model, which includes reputation. Trust depends on potentially quantified trustworthiness qualities and context of transaction. Trustworthiness, or degree of trust, is the objective probability that the trustee performs a particular action on which the interests of the trustor depend. Reputation is a social evaluation or public estimation of standing for merit, achievement, reliability, etc. Reputation is the opinion of a community toward a person or someone else. Reputation may be used as a basis for trust. However, they are different notions, as pointed out by Jøsang [6] . Trust is local, temporary, and subjective, while reputation is global, long-term, and relatively objective. Both trust and reputation provide soft security mechanisms for online transactions. The relationship between trust and reputation constitutes the basic structure for the model of reputation computation, which is described by Figure 2 . Based on the relationship between trust and reputation, a general mathematical description of the relationship of trust with reputation can be established as:
where total trust T is the function of institutional trust T e , direct perspective trust T d , and reputation R. Linear function and product form are usually adopted to simulate the function relationship f of the total trust and its factor in the literature [17] . In our proposed method, the probability model is used. Because the objective institutional trust is slowly changing or invariable during a period, it is assumed to be constant and will not be considered when computing trust and reputation.
The Proposed Model
Based on the relationship of trust and reputation, a dynamical reputation and trust model will be proposed in this section. Firstly, the three variables denoted as total trust, direct trust, and reputation used in the proposed model are clarified, and the multi-dimensional trust concept of quantitative computation is derived. Then, the iterative mathematical relationship of trust and reputation is formulated. Finally, a probability computational model is established to compute reputation values.
Variables in the Model
Because the objective institutional trust T e in Equation (1) is assumed to be constant, this factor will not be considered any more. The objective institutional trust is the total background trust factor from societies formulated over a long time, which has been mentioned in [13, 28] . Thus, the total trust T is modeled on the function of direct perspective trust T d and reputation R:
In some practical reputation evaluation systems and research works, trust scores are used as basic elements in the computation of reputation [9, [56] [57] [58] [59] . However, direct trust and total trust are not distinguished. In the evaluation systems of Dangdang and Amazon, some examples of different aspects of evaluations are provided by customers, shown in Table 3 , which correspond to the components of trust shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Quality, price, logistics, and servers are the four different aspects of f trust in BtoC e-commerce transactions used in our proposed method. When we use the comments of customers to formulate trust and reputation, trust evaluation becomes a multi-dimensional concept. Furthermore, the evaluation-based trust is direct perceptive trust, which is expressed as the overall direct trust score T d for the selling party of the transactions and the weighted aggregation of multi-dimensional trust scores for different aspects is shown as:
where T pkq d represents the trust score for dimensions k (k " 1, 2, ..., C) such as quality, price, logistics, and convenience. Computation examples of multi-dimensional components of trust will be illustrated in Section 5.
From the relationship between reputation and trust discussed previously, reputation is the formation of long-term and global macro-concept. It is the result of the accumulation of trust. Therefore, reputation can be simplified as the representation of the average value of trust after a series of transactions for any given merchandise. If m transactions or transaction time units for the same merchandise occur, and the total trust of each transaction or transaction time unit is Tpiq, i " 1, 2, ..., m, then the reputation can be calculated as follows:
Tpiq.
The concrete form of the function relationship f of the total trust, direct perceptive trust, and reputation is a linear function in our proposed method, which is shown as:
where λ is the weighted factor that balances the roles of direct trust T d and reputation R. If the values of total trust T, direct trust T d , and reputation R are known, λ can be estimated by the regression method.
Iterative Model of Reputation and Trust
Reputation values are based on the average values of trust, which is usually calculated by the expectation function of probability variables [48] . Practical experience in BtoC e-commerce shows that a change in business reputation is caused by a change in trust of a large number of customers. Reputation influences consumers' perceived trust in return, and they both interact with each other. Therefore, by using closed-loop feedback control theory, the closed-loop evolution model of reputation and trust can be further illustrated as in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the values of reputation before the m-th transaction (or time interval) and after the m-th transaction (or time interval) are recorded as Rpm´1q and Rpmq respectively, the total trust of the m-th transaction (or time interval) is Tpmq, and the direct trust of the m-th transaction (or time interval) is T d pmq, pm P Z`q. As for repeated transactions of the same single commodity, the computational model can be established when considering the time series characteristics of the transactions. The reputation value of the last time is the basis of the next total trust calculation, and a renewal of trust will cause changes to the reputation. From Equation (4), the relationship of Rpmq, Rpm´1q and the m-th total trust of Tpmq is shown as:
From Figure 3 and Equation (5), the relationship of the m-th total trust of Tpmq, m P Z`, direct trust T d and the m-th reputation Rpm´1q is established as
If the direct trust T d of each transaction (or time interval) is known, and the parameters of Equations (6) and (7) are given, the iterative total trust and reputation values can be calculated. As discussed above, trust is the probability formulation for the counterpart of transactions. Therefore, the trust score on a dimension for a counterpart of a transaction is the probability that the consumer expects the seller to carry out transactions satisfactorily, which corresponds to the rating in practical evaluation systems. Following, the simple dimension direct trust component of T d will be modeled by 0-1 distribution or Beta distribution, and the multi-dimensional direct trust component of T d is computed by multi-dimensional probability distribution.
Computation of Direct Trust
A direct trust computation is performed when customers are attempting to interact with agents, making transactions, and giving their comments or star evaluations. In this situation, the direct trust computation is based on direct observation and derived from personal perception or the identity information embodied in online systems. Direct trust will be computed by using Beta distribution.
Characteristics of Beta Distribution
The Beta distribution is an important notion that describes the probability distribution of binary events in probability theory [48] . In Bayesian inference, Beta distribution can be used as a prior distribution by means of the probability density function, which in turn can be used for decision making. Bayesian inference is a statistical process through which the current state of the observed distribution is evaluated. Several researchers have exploited trust computation methods by using the Beta distribution and Bayesian frameworks [58] . Posterior probabilities of binary events can be represented as Beta distributions. The Beta-family of probability density functions is a continuous family of functions indexed by the two parameters α and β. The Beta probability distribution density function f can be expressed by using the gamma function as:
where Γpαq " pα´1q!. In binomial distribution, it is desirable to compute the trust value of transactions. The notation T is used to represent the probability that a satisfactory evaluation will be provided by buyers. Considering repeated transactions for the same goods, the two parameters used in the beta distribution to represent the observations are α and β, respectively; n s is the number of previous satisfactory evaluations; and n u is the number of previous unsatisfactory evaluations. By setting α " n s`1 and β " n u`1 , the estimated value of T is obtained by computing the expectation value of the probability distribution function of the Beta distribution as:
In Equation (9), the values of n s and n u are obtained by counting the history of satisfactory and unsatisfactory evaluations. The local direct trust value is based on the expected value of the Beta distribution (see Equation (9)). For the same trust values, there may be several combinations of different values of n s and n u . In other words, if trust values are constant, large and small numbers of satisfactory evaluations and unsatisfactory evaluations may lead to the same level of trust. However, in practice, a greater number of evaluations would ensure more accurate trust computations. Therefore, a new characteristic parameter named confidence is used to distinguish between trust values that are estimated using different numbers of evaluations [17] . Level of confidence is denoted as Con f , and is defined via the variance of the Beta distribution as:
where Var is the variation value of the probability distribution function. Considering the combination of values of n s and n u shown in Table 4 , the result is equal trust and different levels of confidence. Figure 4 shows the same trust values with different variation values. It can be seen that the value of Con f is higher when values of n s and n u increase. Therefore, the parameter Con f is suitable to describe the level of confidence of trust. 
Multi-Dimensional Beta Distribution
As for multi-dimensional trust scores with different respects
, when each aspect is assumed to be independent from the others, the probability distribution density function f of
, can be expressed as:
Therefore, the estimated value of T d with multi-dimensional factors is obtained by computing the expectation of probability distribution function f pt 1 , α 1 , β 1 ; t 2 , α 2 , β 2 ; ...; t C , α C , β C q as:
The level of confidence Con f defined from the variance of the beta distribution is shown as:
Dynamical Reputation Computation Processes
From Equations (4) and (11), it can be seen that the values will not change with an increase in the number of transactions if the reputation is stable. When the number of transactions increases, trust values only become more accurate. However, the reputation of trustees in the process of transactions changes gradually in practice. Especially in BtoC commerce, there are so many competitors. As a result, the number of transactions may change drastically. Therefore, in order to establish the dynamical reputation computation model, the transactions are regarded as a time series of events, and divided into equal time intervals. For example, there are N 1 , N 2 , ..., N m transactions in m equal time intervals. After each transaction, the customer provides a binomial distribution evaluation (good or bad). In the i-th time interval, there are n s piq satisfactory evaluations and n u piq unsatisfactory evaluations. The direct local T d piq can be calculated with Equation (9) . Given the value of parameter λ and initial value of Rp0q, the total trust value Tpiq can be computed, i " 1, 2, ..., m, m P Z`. The cumulative reputation can be computed using Equation (8) .
As for multi-dimensional components of trust, similar computation steps will be completed. After each transaction, the customer provides a binomial distribution evaluation (good or bad) for each dimensional component of trust. In the i-th time interval, there are n sj piq satisfactory evaluations and n uj piq unsatisfactory evaluations for thej dimension, j " 1, 2, . .., C, where C is the number of dimensions. The direct local T d piq can be calculated by Equation (11) . Similarly, total trust values and cumulative reputation can be computed using Equations (8) and (9).
Experimental Results
In this section, numerical experiments are performed to illustrate the variation of total dynamic reputation with local computed trust. Firstly, data are collected on two online firms. Original two-year language evaluations of four aspects of trust in relation to online transactions are collected and these transaction evaluations are separated into 24 different time intervals. Then the value of direct trust is estimated by using the expected value of the probability distribution function of the Beta distribution, and the values and reputation are renewed by an iterative algorithm. The reputation of the same commodity from two online business firms is computed. From the computational results, it is noted that there are different characteristics of different firms.
Data Collection
In most BtoC transaction platforms, consumers can write reviews about a variety of topics from consumer durables to household electrical appliances. In China, Dangdang (http://www.dangdang.com/) and Amazon (http://www.amazon.cn/) are two famous BtoC firms especially with regard to the sale of books. Therefore, the proposed computational method of reputation was used to analyze the trust and reputation of these two firms. Piracy has become a serious problem in China in the 10 ten years, and online book sales have become an important channel for pirated books, which are inferior in quality to the genuine books. For this study, the same books with more than 4000 effective evaluations in the last three years were chosen. If readers want to know the details of the evaluation systems, please visit the website. The evaluations are divided into 24 monthly periods. In each month, positive and negative evaluations of quality, price, logistics, and servers are counted manually from the language evaluations of the different aspects of comments provided for customers in the evaluation systems of Dangdang and Amazon. In our experiment, evaluations of quality, price, logistics, and servers are assumed to be independent. Therefore, the multi-dimensional expected value of the probability distribution function of the Beta distribution can be used to compute the values of trust. Figure 5 shows the evaluation interference of Dangdang and Amazon. Table 5 
Computation Results
In order to compute the total local trust for a time interval by iterative formulation Equations (6) and (7), the initial value of reputation should be given in advance. In our method, the initial value of reputation Rp0q is set the same as T d p1q, and the value of the parameter weighted factor λ is 0.6. By using the data shown in Table 5 , direct trust for dimension k (k " 1, 2, 3, 4) named T pkq d can be calculated using Equation (9), and total multi-dimensional direct trust T d can be calculated using Equation (12) . Computation results of one of four values of different dimensions of trusts (quality trust (Q-Tru), price trust (P-Tru), logistics trust (L-Tru), and servers trust (S-Tru)), different dimensions of reputation such as quality reputation (Q-Reput), price reputation (P-Reput), logistics reputation (L-Reput), and servers reputation (S-Reput), total trust (Total-Tru), and total reputation (Total-Reput) are shown in Table 6 . In the last row of Table 6 , there are values for the confidence of multi-dimensional direct trust computed using Equation (13) . Figure 6 shows the dynamical variation of reputation, total multi-dimensional trust, and one of four different dimensions of trust (quality, price, logistics, and servers) for the book on Dangdang. 
Discussion
From Figures 6 and 7 the following conclusions can be drawn. In the case of Dangdang, single dimension values of reputation are, from high to low, price reputation (P-Repu), server reputation (S-Repu), quality reputation (Q-Repu), and logistics reputation (L-Repu). In the case of Amazon, single dimension values of reputation are, from high to low, server reputation (S-Repu), logistics reputation (L-Repu), price reputation (P-Repu), and quality reputation (Q-Repu). It can be noted that trust changed quickly because it was based directly on evaluations, whereas reputation changed slowly. Therefore, the model can correctly simulate local trust and global reputation. Comparing the total reputation shown in Figures 6 and 7 we can see that the reputation of Dangdang is higher than that of Amazon, and the former is decreasing slowly. The reputation of Amazon is lower than that of Dangdang and is increasing slowly. It can also be observed from Figure 8 that the values of confidence of total direct trust in Dangdang are higher than those of Amazon because there are more evaluations of Dangdang compared with Amazon.
Conclusions
A new closed-loop feedback computation model of dynamical reputation based on the trust evaluation in BtoC e-commerce has been proposed in this paper. Three concepts, namely direct trust, total trust, and reputation, are discussed initially. Based on the probability theory of evaluations of different dimensions of trust, a new dynamical computational model of trust and reputation is established. Multi-dimensional characteristics and the composition of trust in BtoC e-commerce are analyzed and the ratings of each customer are used as basic trust score events in the probability distribution. A logical model of trust and reputation is established based on the relationship between trust and reputation, and an iterative computation model of dynamical reputation is further proposed by using a closed-loop feedback mechanism. Furthermore, a time series of massive feedback ratings of customers are aggregated to formulate the sellers' local temporal trust scores using Beta distribution. Computational experiments on repeated transactions for the same commodity over a period of 24 months on Dangdang and Amazon are also performed. The results show that the proposed computational model can effectively simulate a variation in reputation. The proposed computational model for local trust and overall reputation can play a guiding role in both theoretical research into computational models of trust and reputation and the practical design of reputation systems in e-commerce. How to design a series of comparative experiments with a suitable method is not easy because of different mechanisms. Thus we did not design more comparative experiments. The information processing method derived in this paper is a trial. An advanced time-series signal processing method can also be used in the future. These directions are our next further research topics.
